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ABSTRACT
Go is a young programming language invented to build safe and efficient concurrent programs. It provides goroutines as lightweight threads and channels for inter-goroutine communication. Programmers are encouraged to explicitly pass messages through channels to connect goroutines, with the purpose of reducing the chance of making programming mistakes and introducing concurrency bugs. Go is one of the most beloved programming languages and has already been used to build many critical infrastructure software systems in the data-center environment. However, a recent study shows that channel-related concurrency bugs are still common in Go programs, severely hurting the reliability of the programs.

This paper presents GFuzz, a dynamic detector that can effectively pinpoint channel-related concurrency bugs by mutating the processing orders of concurrent messages. We build GFuzz in three steps. We first adopt an effective approach to identify concurrent messages and transform a program to process those messages in any given order. We then take a fuzzing approach to generate new processing orders by mutating exercised ones and rely on execution feedback to prioritize orders close to triggering bugs. Finally, we design a runtime sanitizer to capture triggered bugs that are missed by the Go runtime. We evaluate GFuzz on seven popular Go software systems, including Docker, Kubernetes, and gRPC. GFuzz finds 184 previously unknown bugs and reports a negligible number of false positives. Programmers have already confirmed 124 reports as real bugs and fixed 67 of them based on our reporting. A careful inspection of the detected concurrency bugs from gRPC shows the effectiveness of each component of GFuzz and confirms the components’ rationality.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging; Software reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Go is an industrial programming language invented by Google, meant for building safe and efficient concurrent programs [73]. In recent years, Go’s popularity has increased dramatically, making it one of the most beloved and one of the most wanted programming languages [54]. Programmers have already adopted Go to build important infrastructure software, such as Docker [11], Kubernetes [36], and gRPC [20].

To facilitate multi-threaded programming, Go offers several built-in features, like goroutines and channels. A goroutine is a lightweight thread that can be created and reused efficiently in the user space, while a channel is a message-passing primitive for communication between different goroutines. Go programmers are encouraged to use channels instead of shared memory to connect concurrent goroutines, as explicit message passing is commonly believed to be more resistant to concurrency bugs [15, 22, 65].

Unfortunately, concurrent Go programs are still difficult for programmers to think through and program correctly. Concurrency bugs, which are notoriously difficult to debug [8, 34], are still common in Go programs [58, 68]. A recent empirical study counter-intuitively reveals that incorrect message passing contributes to a significant proportion of Go concurrency bugs, and misuse of channels can be more likely to cause such bugs under certain circumstances than misuse of traditional primitives (e.g., mutexes) that protect shared-memory accesses [68].

Existing bug-detection techniques cannot effectively discover Go concurrency bugs, especially those due to wrong message passing. The main reason is that most existing methods are built for traditional programming languages (e.g., C/C++, Java), and they only monitor shared-memory primitives and shared-memory accesses [3, 4, 12, 29–32, 35, 40, 40, 42, 50–52, 55, 56, 60]. They can neither handle message-passing primitives (e.g., channels) nor detect any message-passing-related bugs. Existing model-checking techniques can systematically examine all possible message orders to pinpoint bugs.
1 // go parent()
2 func parent() { // parent goroutine
3  ... // initialize object daemon
4  ch, errCh := daemon.discoveryWatcher().Watch()
5  select {
6    case ch <- Fire() * time.Second: // parent
7      Log("Timeout!"))
8    case err := <-errCh:
9      if !reflect.DeepEqual(err, expected) { // determine whether the child goroutine can be unblocked
10       Log("Unexpected!"))
11     }
12    case errCh := <-errCh: // child
13      Log("Error!")
14    })
15  return
16 }
17 func (s *Discovery) Watch() (chan discovery.Entry, chan error) { // child goroutine
18  ch := make(chan discovery.Entry)
19  errCh := make(chan error)
20  <- s.Fire() // child
21  s.fetch() // child
22  if err != nil { // child
23     break// child
24  }
25  return ch, errCh
26 }

Figure 1: A Blocking Bug in Docker and Its Patch. The code has been simplified for illustration purposes.

The dynamic detectors for Go merely report concurrency bugs. Most message-passing-related bugs are due to misuse of channels [39, 45], and thus no goroutines can receive messages from the two channels anymore. Since both of the channels are unbuffered, the child goroutine blocks at one of the sending operations (line 25 or line 27) endlessly.

This example demonstrates the difficulty in detecting Go concurrency bugs related to channels. The bug only manifests when ① the message from Fire() at line 6 arrives earlier than the other two messages, so that the select proceeds with the first case. Meanwhile, the detector should be able to infer that ② no other goroutines have references to ch or errCh and can unblock the child goroutine. Static techniques cannot effectively infer the targets of indirect calls, like the one at line 4, and thus they cannot determine whether the child goroutine can be unblocked (condition ②). In offline testing, we notice that the message from Fire() never comes first and thus current dynamic methods will miss the bug due to the lack of condition ①.

In this paper, we propose a new dynamic-analysis tool, GFuzz, to effectively detect channel-related Go concurrency bugs. We consider both blocking bugs, where one or more goroutines are stuck in their executions, and non-blocking bugs, where all goroutines can finish but generate undesired results (e.g., panics) [68]. GFuzz focuses on concurrent messages that are unique to the Go programming language. Since the processing order of these messages is non-deterministic by design, programmers must guarantee a Go program works well under all possible processing orders. However, due to the huge number of possible orders, programmers with limited time and energy are prone to missing some orders, which may bring in channel-related bugs.

Guided by this intuition, GFuzz intentionally mutates the order of concurrent messages to direct tested programs to different execution states and increases the chance of triggering both blocking bugs and non-blocking bugs. Meanwhile, it monitors program executions to capture triggered blocking bugs that are (largely) undetected by the Go runtime. Take Figure 1 as an example. In theory, the message at line 6 could arrive before the ones at line 8 and line 12 or after them. No matter the order, the code should work in both scenarios. However, the programmer does not account for the first scenario, thereby introducing the aforementioned bug into this example. By intentionally mutating the message order, GFuzz can inspect both scenarios and detect the bug.

Although reordering concurrent messages is straightforward, we need to tackle three challenges to build a practical bug detector. First, how to identify concurrent messages? Without precise information about concurrent messages, GFuzz may enforce a message order that conflicts with an existing happens-before relation, leading to a false deadlock that would never happen in real executions. To answer this question, we adopt a simple method that considers messages waited for by the same select statement. Channel operations under the same select can happen simultaneously, and thus their messages are concurrent. Moreover, mutating the order of these messages preserves the program semantics and ensures the alteration of program execution (i.e., different exercised cases). To enforce a given message order, GFuzz transforms each select in a way that a particular case is preferred over all others.

---

1We use "channel-related bug" and "message-passing-related bug" interchangeably, as most message-passing-related bugs are due to misuse of channels [45, 68].

2The Go runtime can capture triggered channel-related non-blocking bugs.
In addition, GFuzz uses a timeout mechanism to avoid false deadlocks. The mechanism falls back to the original execution if the preferred case is not chosen within a time threshold.

Second, how to identify and prioritize suspicious message orders? A given program may have a tremendous number of possible message orders, making it impractical to enumerate all of them. To address this challenge, we use the fuzzing method to generate new message orders from existing ones and rely on the execution feedback to prioritize interesting orders closer to triggering new bugs. We design several metrics to measure how a program conducts channel operations when following a particular message order, such as whether a new channel that has never been observed in historical executions is created, how many distinct consecutive execution pairs of channel operations there are, and whether a channel is fulfilled. We integrate all the metrics into a unified formula and use this formula to calculate a score for each order. With the scores, we identify and prompt interesting orders.

Third, how to identify a channel-related blocking bug? When one goroutine blocks at a channel operation, any other goroutines with references to the same channel can potentially unblock it in the future. Without careful examination of the execution state, it is easy to miss bugs or report false alarms. To tackle this issue, we design a runtime sanitizer that dynamically tracks the propagation of channel references among all goroutines. Based on the channel-goroutine relationship, we design a novel algorithm to identify blocking goroutines that cannot be unblocked by any others afterward and thus detect channel-related blocking bugs.

The novelty of GFuzz lies in (1) tailoring (but not directly applying) existing ideas (e.g., message reordering, feedback-guided fuzzing) for message-passing concurrency and Go programs and (2) building a novel sanitizing algorithm to effectively pinpoint channel-related blocking bugs and complement the Go runtime’s detection capability on channel-related non-blocking bugs. We envision that GFuzz can be used as an in-house testing tool. After launching a Go application with existing program inputs or unit tests, GFuzz will automatically explore various program execution states caused by different processing orders of concurrent messages and pinpoint previously unknown channel-related bugs.

To evaluate GFuzz, we take seven popular real-world Go software systems, including Docker, Kubernetes, and gRPC. In total, GFuzz finds 184 previously unknown bugs, including 170 blocking bugs and 14 non-blocking bugs, and reports 12 false positives. We have responsibly reported all the bugs. Thus far, programmers have confirmed 124 bugs and fixed 67 of them based on our reporting. In addition, we systematically compare GFuzz with the most recent static Go concurrency bug detector GCatch. The bugs reported by GFuzz in its first three hours of execution are significantly more than all the bugs pinpointed by GCatch, which confirms GFuzz indeed advances the state of the art of Go concurrency bug detection. Moreover, we carefully inspect concurrency bugs detected in gRPC by disabling each component of GFuzz. We observe that the full-featured GFuzz pinpoints the most concurrency bugs, demonstrating the rationality of GFuzz’s design.

Overall, we make the following three contributions.

- We design and implement GFuzz that can effectively detect channel-related Go concurrency bugs via order mutation, order prioritization and runtime detection.
- We conduct thorough experiments to evaluate GFuzz. GFuzz has detected 184 previously unknown channel-related bugs in real Go software.

All our code and experimental data can be found at https://github.com/system-pclub/GFuzz.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides some necessary background information on this project, including concurrency mechanisms supported by the Go programming language, concurrency bugs in Go programs, and the problem scope of GFuzz.

2.1 Concurrency Mechanisms in Go

Go supports two methods (message passing and shared memory) for goroutine communication and synchronization. The language designers recommend message passing over shared memory, because they believe message passing is less likely to cause concurrency bugs [15, 22, 65]. In Go applications, channel (chan) is the primitive most often used to pass messages [68]. A goroutine can create, send to, receive from, and close a channel. Go supports both buffered channels and unbuffered channels (with a buffer size equal to 0). Whether a channel operation blocks depends on the number of available elements in the buffer and whether the channel is closed. For example, when a channel’s buffer is empty, a goroutine that receives data from the channel blocks, until another goroutine sends data to the channel or closes it. If there are elements in the channel, a receiving operation returns immediately. Programmers must follow certain rules to code with channels to avoid concurrency bugs. For example, programmers must initialize a channel before using it and must not use a closed channel. This is because sending data to a nil channel blocks a goroutine endlessly and closing or sending data to a closed channel triggers a runtime panic.

Go allows a goroutine to wait for multiple channel operations using select statements. A select consists of several case statements, one for each channel operation, and an optional default clause. When none of the channel operations of a select is available, a goroutine either blocks at the select or continues its execution at the default (if it has one). If multiple channel operations are waited for by the same select, we intuit that they are concurrent and have no explicit happens-before relation. In Section 4, we leverage this intuition to identify and reorder concurrent messages.

In addition to relying on channels, Go allows multiple goroutines to communicate by accessing shared memory. Similar to traditional programming languages (e.g., C/C++), Go provides several synchronization primitives to protect shared-memory accesses, including Mutex, RWMutex, Cond, atomic, and WaitGroup.

2.2 Concurrency Bugs in Go

Misuse of concurrency mechanisms may cause concurrency bugs in Go programs. Tu et al. [68] systematically studied Go concurrency issues by inspecting 171 historical bugs collected from six open-source Go applications, including Docker, Kubernetes, and gRPC. They categorized these bugs along two dimensions. First,
2.3 Problem Scope of GFuzz

In this paper, we follow the aforementioned two-dimensional categorization and design GFuzz to detect both channel-related blocking bugs and channel-related non-blocking bugs.

We define the problem scope like this for three reasons: (1) bugs due to shared-memory misuses can be discovered by existing techniques built for traditional programming languages [4, 29–32, 35, 40, 50–52, 56, 63]; (2) channels are the primitives most commonly used for message passing and most bugs caused by errors when passing messages are channel-related [68]; and (3) channel-related bugs can lead to severe consequences, including unexpected panics, program hangs, and resource leakages [43, 67, 72].

3 OVERVIEW

Figure 2 gives an overview of GFuzz, which takes a Go program and several program inputs or unit tests as input, and outputs detected concurrency bugs. GFuzz takes several steps to force a tested Go program to handle reordered concurrent messages for detecting channel-related concurrency bugs. For the sake of clarity, we use the term “program inputs” to represent both inputs of the whole program and unit tests.

In the first step, GFuzz compiles the program and uses the given inputs to initialize an order queue. Specifically, GFuzz automatically instruments the source code for three goals: to safely enforce particular message orders, to selectively collect runtime information, and to aggressively detect triggered concurrency bugs. After the compilation, GFuzz executes the program with each input. At this stage, GFuzz does not enforce any message order but merely records the order shown in the execution. Then, GFuzz adds the program input together with the observed order to the order queue. Such orders will be used as seeds to generate new orders.

In the second step, GFuzz sequentially fetches message orders from the queue and randomly mutates them to generate new orders. For each mutation result, GFuzz runs the program with the associated input and enforces the particular message processing order at runtime. If a message required by the order does not arrive within a predefined time window, GFuzz falls back to the program’s original logic to avoid introducing false deadlocks. During the execution, GFuzz collects various runtime information to identify and prioritize interesting orders that are close to triggering bugs (Section 5). The runtime information reflects reached program states, like creating or closing channels. If an order triggers new program states, GFuzz will add it to the queue and also calculate a priority score for it to systematically distribute testing resources.

Last but not least, the runtime sanitizer continuously monitors the program execution and aggressively detects concurrency bugs at an early stage (Section 6).

GFuzz works like a traditional fuzzer, where both of them keep triggering different program states to detect bugs [23, 46, 78]. However, GFuzz is different from existing fuzzing tools in three aspects: (1) GFuzz reordered concurrent messages to explore new program states, while fuzzing tools change program inputs; (2) GFuzz determines whether a new program state is reached based on how channels behave, whereas fuzzing tools depend on branch information; and (3) GFuzz can effectively detect channel-related concurrency bugs, not just the program crashes caused by memory errors that are the targets of mainstream fuzzing tools [23, 46, 78].

4 REORDERING CONCURRENT MESSAGES

GFuzz reordered concurrent messages to explore program execution states and trigger channel-related bugs, rendering it fundamentally different from existing approaches that change memory-access orders or thread scheduling [40, 50, 55, 60]. Although detecting concurrency bugs by reordering messages is not a new idea [76], our contribution lies in tailoring the idea for Go programs. If two channel operations (sending or receiving) have no happens-before relation with each other, we consider them as concurrent operations and their processed messages as concurrent messages.

However, it is challenging to determine precisely whether two channel operations can execute simultaneously, since there are many synchronization operations in a Go program and it is difficult to analyze their interactions. GFuzz takes a simple, straightforward approach to pinpoint one particular, important type of concurrent channel operations. In Go, select enables one goroutine to wait for multiple channel operations at the same time. This semantics indicates that channel operations of the same select are concurrent.
Therefore, GFuzz focuses on the channel operations of select statements. Since Go programs commonly use selects [10], GFuzz can pinpoint numerous concurrent channel operations. We will explore advanced program analysis techniques to reveal more concurrent channel operations in future work.

Once we identify concurrent messages, GFuzz starts to mutate their orders to trigger different program states. Next, we introduce how GFuzz mutates existing message orders to generate new ones, and how GFuzz forces a tested program to follow a new order.

4.1 Mutating Message Orders

We first define the representation of message orders for effective mutations. Our observation is that among all case clauses within a select, the program picks only one to proceed at a time. It is the one whose associated message arrives earlier than all the other messages. Therefore, for each program execution, we use the sequence of picked case statements to represent the order of processed concurrent messages. To support effective order recording, we statically assign each select a unique ID, and allot a local index to each distinct case of a select. Now, we can represent a concrete message order with a sequence of tuples \([ (s_0, c_0, e_0), \ldots, (s_n, c_n, e_n) ] \), where \(s_i \) (\(0 \leq i \leq n\)) represents a select ID, \(c_i\) represents the number of cases within the select, and \(e_i\) represents an exercised case index.

GFuzz randomly mutates an exercised order to generate new orders. Specifically, GFuzz goes through each tuple within the order and changes its case index to a random (but valid) value. GFuzz only changes exercised case clauses in a program run; it does not make any attempt to modify exercised select statements. The number of mutations generated for an order depends on runtime feedback when exercising the order, which we will discuss in Section 5.

Working example. Suppose the select at lines 5–14 in Figure 1 has ID 0; one program run goes over the select twice and chooses the second case for the two executions. Then, the message order of this run can be encoded as \([ (0, 3, 1), (0, 3, 1) ]\). GFuzz may produce nine possible orders, and one of them is \([ (0, 3, 1), (0, 3, 2) ]\).

4.2 Enforcing Message Order

To force a Go program to process concurrent messages in a given order, GFuzz conducts code transformation on all select statements in the program. Specifically, for a select with \(n\) cases, GFuzz replaces it with a switch with \(n\) cases and a default clause. The \(i\)-th case of the switch is to prioritize the \(i\)-th concurrent message waited for by the select, while the default clause is used when no order is specified for the select. Figure 3 shows part of the instrumented code for Figure 1. The original select has three case clauses, and thus the new switch has three cases.

To prioritize the \(i\)-th concurrent message, we implement the body of the \(i\)-th switch case as a select with two cases. One is the same as the \(i\)-th select case: the same channel operation and the same body. The other is a timer with period \(T\), and the body is the same as the original select. When the execution reaches the \(i\)-th switch case, the \(i\)-th concurrent message is prioritized for selection within the \(T\) period. If the message does not arrive before the timeout, the execution falls back to the original select, and GFuzz leaves the program to choose any message. For example, in Figure 3 the case \(0\) at line 2 is used to prioritize the message at line 6 in Figure 1, which is from \(Fire()\). Therefore, the corresponding body (lines 3–17) is a select with two case clauses: the one at line 4 is for \(Fire()\), while the other at line 6 waits for period \(T\). If the message from \(Fire()\) does not arrive within \(T\), the execution proceeds to execute lines 7–16, which is exactly the original select at lines 5–14 in Figure 1.

We design the timer (e.g., line 6 in Figure 3) to avoid introducing false deadlocks (i.e., deadlocks absent from real executions) to tested programs. Although a select does not require any happens-before relation between its case clauses, some cases may have such constraints due to other reasons. In this case, if we strictly require a case to proceed first (i.e., we do not move on until the message arrives), the execution may hang there forever due to its conflict with an existing happens-before relation. By using the timer, we provide a fall-back mechanism to guarantee that the execution terminates and the message prioritization does not introduce any artificial blocking.

Since an order may contain many tuples, GFuzz uses function \(FetchOrder()\) (e.g., line 1 in Figure 3) to make sure the specified tuple and the current select are consistent. Specifically, for each switch, \(FetchOrder()\) takes the ID of the replaced select as the argument, and returns the specified case index. Internally, \(FetchOrder()\) follows the input tuple order to separate tuples belonging to different selects into different arrays. Additionally, \(FetchOrder()\) keeps an array index for each select to record the next tuple to be used for the select. If an input ID representing a select that does not appear in the input order, \(FetchOrder()\) returns \(-1\) immediately so as to avoid forcing the select to prioritize any particular case. Otherwise, \(FetchOrder()\) sequentially uses tuples belonging to the select by incrementing the array index by one. If all tuples are used up, \(FetchOrder()\) changes the index value to zero and goes over the tuple array of the select again.

Working Example. The way that GFuzz transforms the select in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3. Suppose the specified order is \([ (0, 3, 0), (0, 3, 1) ]\). It aims to prioritize the first case of the original select, which is \(Fire()\). In the execution, \(FetchOrder()\) returns a valid
Table 1: Runtime Information as Feedback. The interesting criteria determine whether we keep the current order for future mutations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>Interesting Criteria</th>
<th>Identifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CountChOpPair</td>
<td># execs of each pair of channel operations</td>
<td>new pair / counter heavily changes</td>
<td>$(ID_{prev \cdot op} \oplus 1) \oplus ID_{cur \cdot op}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateCh</td>
<td>distinct channels created</td>
<td>new distinct channel created</td>
<td>ID of channel-create instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloseCh</td>
<td>distinct channels closed</td>
<td>new distinct channel closed</td>
<td>ID of channel-close instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NotCloseCh</td>
<td>distinct channels remaining open</td>
<td>new distinct channel not closed</td>
<td>ID of channel-create instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxChBuffFull</td>
<td>maximum fullness of each buffered channel</td>
<td>new maximum fullness</td>
<td>ID of channel-create instruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

index 0, and the switch jumps to line 3 in Figure 3. If the Fire() message arrives before the timeout, the parent goroutine executes line 5 and then returns from function parent(). In this way, we realize the prioritization of message Fire().

5 FAVORING PROPITIOUS ORDERS

Due to the large amount of possible message orders, it is impractical to run programs under every order. Instead, we collect various types of runtime information to measure the quality of orders. We use these measurements as feedback to prioritize high-quality orders that exercise new program execution states and are close to triggering bugs. Of course, using runtime information to guide dynamic testing or fuzzing [6, 46, 78] is not a new approach. Our innovation lies in identifying which runtime information correlates with channel-related bugs and effectively leveraging that information.

5.1 Tracking Program Execution

To measure whether the current order triggers a new program state, GFuzz mainly tracks two types of information: (1) interleavings of channel operations and (2) channel states. Our observation is that channel-related concurrency bugs commonly occur when a program conducts an unexpected channel operation while the channel is in a particular state (e.g., sending to a channel with a full buffer, closing an already closed channel). Unlike existing dynamic concurrency-bug detectors [40, 47, 55], GFuzz does not monitor shared-memory accesses. This is because doing so incurs a high runtime overhead and does not help pinpoint channel-related bugs.

Note that our collected information is an underapproximation of an execution’s channel operations. While we could extend the information to cover more aspects, doing so would incur a heavier calculation cost and more runtime overhead while yielding only limited benefits.

Tracking Channel Operations. In theory, GFuzz could monitor channel operations for each goroutine, each channel, or the whole program. In our design, we choose to monitor the operations for each individual channel due to two reasons. First, if GFuzz monitors channel operations only within each individual goroutine, it will miss the orders of channel operations across different goroutines, which are the major sources of concurrency bugs. Second, if GFuzz monitors channel operations within a program as a whole, GFuzz has to maintain global data structures and enforce proper synchronization before accessing those data structures, which essentially sequentializes all channel operations. This will lead to a complicated design and even hide particular bugs. Therefore, monitoring channel operations for each channel is a reasonable angle to collect concurrency-related program states.

GFuzz takes two steps to track the execution of channel operations. First, GFuzz encodes the order of two same-channel operations. GFuzz’s procedure resembles the way that fuzzing techniques encode the execution of two basic blocks [23, 46, 78]. Specifically, GFuzz assigns each channel operation (e.g., initialization, sending) with a random ID and calculates the XOR of the IDs of two consecutive channel operations to represent the execution of the two operations. Since XOR is commutative, to differentiate operation A following operation B from B following A, GFuzz shifts the ID of the former operation one bit to the right before computing the XOR value. Second, GFuzz leverages a global data structure to record how many times each pair of channel operations has been executed. Specifically, GFuzz uses the XOR result as the offset to access the global structure and increments the content by one to indicate one more execution. After each run, GFuzz leverages the content of the global structure to measure the quality of the current message order.

Table 1 shows the types of runtime information we collect to evaluate message orders. The first entry CountChOpPair indicates the number of executions of a pair of consecutive channel operations. In the global data structure, we allocate one two-byte value to each unique operation pair. The “Identifier” column shows how to calculate the identifier for each pair: $ID_{prev \cdot op}$ is the ID of the former operation; $ID_{cur \cdot op}$ is the ID of the latter operation; and we shift $ID_{prev \cdot op}$ one bit to the right and use the XOR result to represent the pair.

Tracking Channel States. As discussed in Section 2, if a channel becomes empty, full, or closed, the following operations on the channel may trigger channel-related bugs. Thus, GFuzz monitors channel states as the second type of feedback. Table 1 provides a list of interesting channel states we collect, including all channels created during each run (CreateCh), all channels closed (CloseCh), all channels remaining open (NotCloseCh), and the maximum fullness (i.e., the maximum proportion of used slots) of each buffered channel (MaxChBuffFull). To collect such information, we allocate a random ID to each channel-creation location and dynamically track the propagation of the channel. When a channel is created, closed, or fuller than before (i.e., having fewer free slots in the buffer), we use the channel ID to access global data structures to record the event. We log all unclosed channels at the end of each execution.

5.2 Prompting Interesting Orders

GFuzz analyzes the recorded information for two purposes. First, after each execution, GFuzz leverages the information to determine...
whether the exercised order is interesting. If so, GFuzz adds the order to the order queue. Otherwise, GFuzz drops the order and moves on to the next order for execution and measurement. Second, after adding an order to the order queue, GFuzz computes a score based on the recorded information to determine how many mutations to perform on the order.

**Pinpointing Interesting Orders.** The “Interesting Criteria” column of Table 1 shows our policy for identifying interesting orders. First, if the execution of an order triggers a new pair of consecutive channel operations, we treat the order as interesting. The term “new” here means that the operation pair has not been triggered in previous executions. In addition, we also treat an order as interesting if an operation pair’s execution counter changes significantly from previous orders. Specifically, if the counter falls into a range \((2^{N-1}, 2^N]\) to which no previous counter belongs, then the order is considered interesting. Second, if the execution triggers a new channel operation, such as creating a new channel or closing (or not closing) a channel for the first time, we treat the current order as interesting. Third, if a buffered channel gets a larger maximum fullness (i.e., the channel has fewer available slots), we also treat the current order as interesting. For example, if in previous runs buffered channel ch ever reaches at most 80% of its capacity, while in the current run its capacity reaches 90%, then we treat the current order as interesting. All interesting orders are put into the queue for further mutations.

**Computing Mutation Numbers.** Not all interesting orders are equal in triggering new bugs. Therefore, we calculate a priority score for each order using Equation 1 to distribute testing resources.

\[
score = \sum \log_2 \text{CountChOpPair} + 10 \times \#\text{CreateCh} + 10 \times \#\text{CloseCh} + 10 \times \sum \text{MaxChBufFull}
\]

1

Specifically, we consider the sum of operation-pair counts, the number of distinct channels created, the number of distinct channels closed at program exit, and the sum of maximum channel fullness. We exclude the number of distinct not-closed channels, as the value has been covered by the number of channels created and the number of channels closed. The final score is a weighted sum of all factors. We choose this formula based on our intuition about how the quality of an order correlates with each factor. Our empirical evaluation shows that the scores calculated using this formula can help detect more concurrency bugs. We can tune the formula for different applications, but we leave this for future work.

Our testing process goes through the queue and picks up each order for mutation. An order’s associated score indicates how many mutations we should perform on the order. We allocate more testing resources to mutate high-scoring orders and spend fewer resources on (or even skip) low-scoring ones. Specifically, if an order’s score is NewScore and the previously observed maximum score is MaxScore, then the number of mutations generated for the order is the ceiling of “NewScore/MaxScore + 5”.

## 6 DETECTING CONCURRENCY BUGS

We design a novel runtime sanitizer to detect triggered channel-related bugs. Since the Go runtime can capture channel-related non-blocking bugs (sending to a closed channel and closing a closed channel), our sanitizer focuses on detecting channel-related blocking bugs.

However, timely detection of channel-related blocking bugs is difficult. This is because when a goroutine is waiting at a channel operation, any other goroutine holding a reference to the same channel can potentially unblock it by sending or receiving a message or closing the channel. Moreover, checking whether a goroutine can access a channel requires traversal of the goroutine’s complex object reference graph, which is as time-consuming as garbage collection. Existing techniques ascertain that a blocking bug has occurred if there are unfinished goroutines when the main goroutine terminates \([7, 69]\). However, since a Go program can run for a long time, these techniques significantly delay their bug detection. Even worse, they may lose the execution information of triggered bugs, which is vital for bug diagnosis. To address these issues, we design our sanitizer to proactively track how channel references propagate among goroutines and maintain the relations between goroutines and channel references during execution.

Next, we first discuss important data structures used by the sanitizer and then explain how the sanitizer detects blocking bugs.

### 6.1 Data Structures

The sanitizer maintains three types of data structures in the Go runtime. GFuzz modifies both the Go runtime and tested programs to update the structures. Our design hybridizes the modification because we can easily get some information from the application layer (e.g., when a goroutine gains a reference to a channel), and reusing existing synchronization in the Go runtime helps to avoid introducing concurrency bugs.

mapChToHChan is a global variable that maps every application-layer channel (chan) to its internal representation (hchan) in the Go runtime. To update this data structure, we instrument each channel-creation site in the source code to call a newly added library function. The function takes a pointer to the created chan as input, and inserts an entry into mapChToHChan to map the chan to the latest hchan accessed by the current goroutine. We do not maintain such maps for other synchronization primitives (e.g., mutexes), since Go represents them in the same way at the application layer and the runtime layer.

stGoInfo maintains information about goroutines. It tracks whether a goroutine blocks, and if so, for which primitive the goroutine is waiting. It also records which synchronization primitives (e.g., hchan) a goroutine can access and which mutexes a goroutine has acquired. We allocate an stGoInfo object to each active goroutine.

To update stGoInfo objects, we modify both the Go runtime and program source code to capture all goroutine-channel operations. In the Go runtime, we hook functions related to synchronization operations. For example, the Go runtime invokes function makechan() to handle channel creation operations. Therefore, we modify this function to record that the current goroutine refers to the created hchan. As another example, the Go runtime calls function chansend() to implement message sending. At the entry of this function, we record that the current goroutine is blocking and is waiting to send to the channel. Moreover, if the current goroutine’s stGoInfo object does not contain the information that the goroutine has a reference to the channel, we update the stGoInfo
6.2 Detection Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows how the sanitizer detects blocking bugs. Briefly, GFuzz first identifies a set of blocking goroutines whose stGoInfo objects indicate they are waiting for synchronization operations. Then it inspects their blocking conditions to determine whether they can be unblocked or not. For example, if a goroutine blocks at a channel operation while no goroutines holding a reference to the same channel are runnable now or in the future, then the blocking goroutine cannot be unblocked anymore. Thus we detect a blocking bug.

The detection algorithm takes a channel (c) and a goroutine (g) waiting for c as input. It uses the two sets created at line 2 to track visited primitives and goroutines, respectively. At line 3, the algorithm retrieves all goroutines related to channel c and puts them into a list (GoList). The stPInfo object of channel c is used here to identify all goroutines that hold a reference to c.

The algorithm keeps executing the loop at lines 4–18 until it either finishes processing all the goroutines in GoList and detects a bug or encounters a runnable goroutine without detecting any bugs. In each iteration, the algorithm first pops out a goroutine (go) from GoList at line 5. If go is not blocking based on its stGoInfo object, it may unblock g in the future. Thus, the algorithm immediately returns a false result for this bug-detection attempt at line 7. Otherwise, the algorithm further iterates over all the primitives that go is waiting for with the inner loop at lines 10–17. When go is blocking at a select, the algorithm considers it to be waiting for all channels whose operations belong to the select. For all other cases (e.g., waiting to send to a channel, waiting to acquire a lock), the algorithm identifies that go only waits for one primitive. In an inner-loop iteration, if the target primitive has not been inspected before, the algorithm adds all the goroutines that hold a reference to or have acquired the primitive into GoList with the help of the stPInfo object.

The algorithm detects a bug if it reaches line 19. In that case, it returns all the identified blocking goroutines. The sanitizer provides programmers with more information to assist with bug validation and inspection, like where the goroutines are blocking and the goroutines’ call stacks.

When to Detect? Algorithm 1 introduces nontrivial overhead due to various checks. To reduce the overhead while reporting bugs in a timely manner, the sanitizer launches the detection in two cases: every second during the execution and when the main goroutine terminates. If GFuzz conducts multiple bug-detection attempts in a single run, it will check whether previously identified blocking goroutines still exist in latter attempts for the purpose of validation.

Working Example. We assume the sanitizer performs Algorithm 1 on the code in Figure 1, when the child goroutine blocks at line 27 and the parent has returned from function parent(). We further assume the algorithm takes channel ch and the child goroutine as its inputs. The child is added to GoList at line 3 in Algorithm 1, since it is the only goroutine that holds a reference to ch. The parent goroutine’s reference to ch is removed when the parent returns from function parent(). The first iteration of the outer loop inspects the child goroutine and does not append anything to GoList. Then the algorithm leaves the loop and detects the bug at line 19 with VisitedGoList containing only the child goroutine.

7 EVALUATION

We implement GFuzz using Go-1.16. We conduct static analysis using the SSA package [19], perform source-code instrumentation using the AST package [24], and implement the sanitizer by modifying the Go runtime. Our implementation contains 7127 lines of Go code and 1004 lines of Python/Shell scripts. All our experiments are performed on a server machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K CPU and 32GB RAM.

We largely reuse the benchmarks in the GCatch project [45] to conduct our experiments. Among the ten applications where
Table 2: Benchmarks and Evaluation Results. LoC means lines of source code; and test denotes numbers of unit tests used in our experiments. In the "Detected New Bugs" columns, subscript b denotes blocking bugs; NBK represents non-blocking bugs; "-" means zero bugs; and GFuzz represents bugs detected in the first three fuzzing hours. The "Overhead," column shows the overhead of the sanitizer and "/" means not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>chan, select, range, NBK, Total</th>
<th>GFuzz,</th>
<th>GCatch</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kubernetes</td>
<td>74K</td>
<td>345K</td>
<td>3176</td>
<td>28, 4, 9, 2, 43, 18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docker</td>
<td>60K</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>17, 2, - - 19, 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44.53%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>35K</td>
<td>118K</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>14, - 1, 3, 18, 8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.08%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etcd</td>
<td>35K</td>
<td>181K</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>7, 12, - 1, 20, 7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go-Ethereum</td>
<td>28K</td>
<td>368K</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>11, 43, 6, 2, 62, 40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>75.18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>27K</td>
<td>476K</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>- - - - - -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gRPC</td>
<td>13K</td>
<td>117K</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>15, - 1, 6, 22, 7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>272K</td>
<td>6887K</td>
<td>8199</td>
<td>92, 61, 17, 14, 184, 85, 25</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GFuzz finds previously unknown channel-related bugs, we evaluate GFuzz on seven of them. For the other three applications, we do not evaluate the Go project since our modification to the Go runtime brings in conflicting dependencies when running GFuzz on Go. We fail to build some dependent C libraries of CockroachDB and thus we do not evaluate GFuzz on it. We also intentionally skip bbto as it is very small and does not contain many synchronization operations.

Table 2 shows the information of the seven evaluated applications. The applications cover different types of functionalities (e.g., container systems, databases, RPC libraries) and represent the typical usage of Go when implementing server-side software. They are popular, and most of them are ranked within the top 20 based on the number of GitHub stars they have received. All evaluated applications have more than five years' development history and are still under active development. All of them have a large program size, with three containing more than one million lines of source code. These applications can help validate the efficacy of GFuzz for testing large, real Go software.

We evaluate GFuzz from four aspects. ① Effectiveness: how many new bugs does GFuzz detect? (Section 7.1) ② Advancement: does GFuzz detect more bugs than the state-of-the-art Go concurrency bug detector GCatch? (Section 7.2) ③ Necessity: how does each component of GFuzz contribute to bug detection? (Section 7.3) ④ Performance: what is the runtime overhead incurred by GFuzz? (Section 7.4)

7.1 Effectiveness of Bug Detection

Methodology. To access GFuzz’s effectiveness, we apply it to multiple recent application versions and count how many bugs and false positives are reported. Our instrumentation makes some unit tests fail to be compiled. Thus, we only use those tests that can be compiled after the instrumentation as seeds to run GFuzz. Table 2 shows the detailed number of used tests for each application. We initially configure GFuzz to wait for 500ms ① to prioritize a message (e.g., T in Figure 3). If GFuzz fails to wait for any message in one run, it increases T by three seconds and adds the order back to the

order queue. The Go testing framework kills a unit test if it cannot finish in 30 seconds. By default, we use five workers to run GFuzz. Those workers execute unit tests concurrently, but their accesses to the order queue are sequentialized.

Effectiveness Results. As shown in Table 2, GFuzz detects 184 previously unknown bugs, including 170 blocking bugs and 14 non-blocking bugs, and reports 12 false positives. We have filed bug reports for all the detected bugs. As of this writing, programmers have confirmed 124 bugs as real bugs and fixed 67 of them based on our reporting. The large number of detected bugs confirms the effectiveness of GFuzz.

All blocking bugs are identified by our sanitizer and are missed by the Go runtime. All of them are caused by one single blocking goroutine and do not involve circular wait among multiple goroutines. Among them, 92 bugs render the buggy goroutine blocking at a channel operation (sending or receiving). An example of such a bug is shown in Figure 1.

61 blocking bugs make the buggy goroutine block at a select and wait for multiple channel operations. For example, the parent goroutine in Figure 5 creates a child goroutine at line 6, which keeps

```go
func parent() {
    stopChan := make(chan struct{})
    ca := &cloudAllocator{
        nodeUpdateChannel: make(chan string, 1),
    }
    go ca.worker(stopChan)
    ... // neither nodeChannel nor stopChan is closed
    }
    func (ca *cloudAllocator) worker(stopChan chan struct{}) {
        for {
            select {
                case workItem, ok := <-ca.nodeUpdateChannel:
                    if ok {
                        Log("Unexpectedly\nClosed")
                        return
                    }
                    ... // process node updates
                case <-stopChan:
                    return
            }
        }
    }
```
func parent(queueLength int) *Broadcaster {
  m := &Broadcaster{
    incoming: make(chan Event, queueLength),
  }
  go m.loop()
  return m
}

func (*Broadcaster) loop() {
  for event := m.incoming { //blocking
    m.distribute(event)
  }
}

func (*Broadcaster) Shutdown() { //forget to be called
  close(m.incoming)
}

17 bugs leave a goroutine blocking when using a range to pull messages from a channel. The range keyword can drain a channel in a loop, and it keeps iterating the loop until the channel is closed. For example, programmers forget to call function Shutdown() at line 14 in Figure 6, which causes the child goroutine created at line 5 to be blocked at the range statement at line 9 forever.

Moreover, GFuzz detects 14 non-blocking bugs. All of them are captured by the Go runtime. Although those bugs are not reported by our sanitizer, reordering concurrent messages is necessary to trigger a code path or a goroutine interleaving for them. One of the bugs is caused by sending a message to a closed channel, two are caused by using an out-of-bound index to access a slice or an array, nine are due to dereferencing a nil object, and the root cause of the remaining two bugs is accessing a map without any synchronization.

All the reported false positives are caused by errors of GFuzz’s static analysis. GFuzz misses some code sites where a goroutine gains a reference to a channel and fails to instrument GainChRef() calls there. Thus, for some goroutines, GFuzz does not know they have gained some channel references until they conduct operations on the channels. If the testing framework terminates a testing run in such a time window, using the incomplete relations between goroutines and channel references, GFuzz may mistakenly determine that no active goroutines can unblock some blocking goroutines and report false alarms. All false positives occur for this reason.

7.2 Comparison with GCatch

Methodology. We compare GFuzz with GCatch [45], the most recently developed Go concurrency bug detector, to understand whether GFuzz advances the state of the art. GCatch models channel operations using a new constraint system and extracts constraints through static program analysis. It leverages Z3 [9] to solve the constraints to look for goroutine interleavings that lead one or more goroutines to block endlessly and thus detects blocking bugs.

We apply GFuzz and GCatch to the same version of each evaluated application. We compare the detected bugs of GCatch and the bugs reported by GFuzz in the first three hours to understand the detectors’ pros and cons.

Comparison Results. In total, GFuzz finds 85 bugs in three hours and GCatch detects 25 bugs in the same application versions.

Among the 85 bugs found by GFuzz, GCatch also pinpoints five of them and fails to report the others for four reasons. First, GCatch does not detect non-blocking bugs. Thus, it misses four bugs. Second, when GCatch conducts inter-procedural analysis, if a call site may have more than one callee, GCatch gives up the analysis. Thus, GCatch misses some synchronization operations and fails to detect 57 bugs. Note that GCatch is designed this way to retain its precision, and if it continues to analyze call sites with more than one possible callee, it will report many false positives. Third, GCatch fails to pinpoint 17 bugs because it does not have some necessary dynamic information, such as channel buffer size and channel a pointer points to. Fourth, GCatch fails to analyze loop iteration numbers for the remaining two bugs. Compared with GCatch, GFuzz overcomes several fundamental limitations of static analysis (e.g., alias analysis, the computation of loop iteration numbers). It significantly improves the state of the art of Go concurrency bug detection.

Of the 25 bugs detected by GCatch, GFuzz does not find 20 of them in the three allotted hours due to four reasons. First, GFuzz could have detected six more bugs, but doing so would require a longer execution time. Second, for four bugs, reordering concurrent messages does not help expose them. For example, one bug identified by GCatch can only be triggered when a function returns a particular value. However, changing message orders cannot help the function return the required value. Third, for eight bugs, there are no unit tests available to exercise the buggy code or the tests require particular execution environments that are unavailable to us. Fourth, the remaining two bugs are missed because GFuzz cannot handle some control labels during source-to-source transformation.

7.3 Necessity of GFuzz Components

Methodology. To understand the contribution made by each component of GFuzz, specifically, order mutation, order prioritization, and bug detection, we launch a dynamic evaluation to detect bugs in gRPC with each component disabled. We choose gRPC version 1.3.0 as our baseline. When running the benchmark, we use 5 cleaning processes in parallel, each of which simulates a user request and runs for 100 iterations of the testing framework. We run each evaluation for 12 hours.

To understand the contribution made by each component of GFuzz, we launch a dynamic evaluation to detect bugs in gRPC with each component disabled. We choose gRPC version 1.3.0 as our baseline. When running the benchmark, we use 5 cleaning processes in parallel, each of which simulates a user request and runs for 100 iterations of the testing framework. We run each evaluation for 12 hours.
9280052 (committed on 7 February, 2021), the most recent gRPC version used in our experiments, to conduct this evaluation. We use five workers for all settings.

**Experimental Results.** Figure 7 shows the number of unique bugs detected by each setting of GFuzz over the first 12 hours. In total, 14 unique bugs are detected across the four settings. Among them, four bugs are fixed by programmers themselves before we file our reports, and the remaining ten bugs are included in the “Total” column of Table 2.

First, the full-featured GFuzz finds the highest number of unique bugs for a total of 12. Nine of these bugs are channel-related blocking bugs (reported by our sanitizer). The remaining three are caused by dereferencing a nil pointer (pinpointed by the Go runtime).

Second, without the bug sanitizer, the Go runtime cannot report any blocking bugs even if the bugs are triggered. However, the Go runtime captures three non-blocking bugs, including two nil-pointer dereferences and one caused by concurrent accesses on a map. Since the testing process contains some randomness, the detected non-blocking bugs are not exactly the same as those detected in the full-featured run. The two groups of bugs have two nil-pointer dereferences in common. The full-featured GFuzz pinpointed one more nil-pointer dereference, but it misses the bug due to unsynchronized accesses on a map.

Third, without any order mutation, GFuzz cannot detect any concurrency bugs. This dynamic execution further confirms the benefits of message reordering.

Fourth, runtime feedback can help find more bugs than pure random testing. Without feedback, GFuzz can find only four bugs, including one blocking bug and three non-blocking bugs. Three of the bugs are also detected by the full-featured GFuzz. One bug due to concurrent accesses on a map is missed in the full-featured run. We also observe that without feedback, GFuzz cannot find any bugs after one hour. Since the mutation space is huge, it is inefficient to blindly explore the space.

### 7.4 Performance

**Overhead of GFuzz.** We run GFuzz on each application for 12 hours to measure execution speed. We launch five workers for GFuzz. For the purposes of comparison, we run the same set of unit tests using the testing framework with parallel level five.

GFuzz can execute 0.62 unit tests in one second for the applications and causes 3.0X overhead. GFuzz causes runtime overhead for two reasons. First, GFuzz adds extra waits when prioritizing a particular concurrent message. Second, GFuzz collects various types of dynamic information for detecting bugs and prioritizing interesting message orders.

**Overhead of the Sanitizer.** We particularly measure the runtime overhead of the sanitizer to understand the feasibility of adopting it in other scenarios. To achieve this goal, we disable the instrumented code that reorders concurrent messages and that collects information to guide the fuzzing method. Some (but not all) tests in Prometheus and gRPC have blocking detection functionality, which will wait for several extra seconds if goroutines not in their whitelists are still live when the main goroutine finishes. We disable such functionality in our measurement. We run all unit tests times with and without the sanitizer and then compute the overhead using the average execution time.

As shown in Table 2, the sanitizer incurs less than 20% overhead for two applications (Prometheus and etcd) and less than 50% overhead for another four applications (Kubernetes, Docker, TiDB, and gRPC). The sanitizer causes 75.2% overhead for Go-Ethereum, which is the largest overhead incurred among all the applications. Overall, the sanitizer causes overhead less than or comparable with widely-used sanitizers, such as AddressSanitizer [61] and ThreadSanitizer [62].

### 8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

**Limitations and Future Work.** GFuzz alters program execution states only by mutating the processing order of concurrent messages. However, there are many other mechanisms to change Go programs’ executions, such as mutating program inputs, changing the order of shared-memory accesses, and modifying the interleaving of synchronization operations. We will explore how these mechanisms impact the exposure of Go concurrency bugs and enhance GFuzz accordingly.

GFuzz only considers messages waited for by the same select as concurrent, and thus it misses many other possible concurrent messages. We believe reordering these missed messages can reveal more channel-related programming mistakes and detect more bugs. We will explore advanced analysis techniques to detect more concurrent messages in the future.

GFuzz does not modify program inputs, and thus its effectiveness depends on the code coverage of the program inputs used to launch GFuzz. We use existing unit tests (not program inputs) to conduct our experiments. We do observe some bugs that are detected by the static detector GCatch but are missed by GFuzz. This is because there is no unit test to exercise the buggy code. We consider this a fundamental limitation of many dynamic techniques. In the future, we will look for real-world workloads of the benchmark applications and test how GFuzz works with those workloads.

GFuzz triggers high overhead, which can cause both false positives and false negatives. First, the overhead can lead a unit test not to finish in 30 seconds and to be killed by the testing framework. As discussed in Section 7.1, GFuzz may not record the precise goroutine-channel relations under this scenario, and thus it may report false positives. Second, some goroutines may be significantly slowed down by GFuzz, and some bugs may not be triggered anymore. Thus, GFuzz misses those bugs. In the future, we will explore how to speed up GFuzz and improve both the effectiveness and the efficiency of GFuzz.

**Generalization to Other Programming Languages.** Since many new programming languages adopt message passing to reduce concurrency bugs, extending GFuzz to these languages after some adjustments appears promising. For example, both Rust and Kotlin support `select` to enable one thread to wait for multiple channel operations. Thus, the way GFuzz identifies concurrent messages can also be used to pinpoint concurrent messages in Rust and Kotlin programs. As another example, GFuzz’s blocking-bug detection algorithm can likewise be used to detect blocking bugs in Rust and Kotlin programs after two modifications. First, a channel in a Rust
program by default has an unlimited buffer size, and thus the algorithm should be modified to not consider that a sending operation can block a thread. Second, Kotlin organizes threads hierarchically, and when a parent thread terminates, all child threads will also be stopped. Thus, the algorithm should be enhanced to consider that a parent thread can potentially unblock all its child threads.

9 RELATED WORK

Dynamic Concurrency Bug Detection. Go provides a built-in deadlock detector, which is implemented in the goroutine scheduler and is always enabled [18]. The detector detects some channel-related blocking bugs, but it misses most of them because it reports bugs only when all (not some) goroutines are blocked at synchronization operations. For example, none of the previously unknown blocking bugs found by GFuzz (including those presented in Figure 1, Figure 5, and Figure 6) can be identified by the deadlock detector. Industry practitioners build techniques that report blocking bugs when there are goroutines finishing later than the main goroutine [7, 69]. Since Go is mainly used to implement server-side software, a Go program can execute for a long time. Bug detection is thus significantly delayed by the techniques. Moreover, all the existing techniques cannot increase the chance of triggering a concurrency bug.

GFuzz is similar to previous techniques [2, 12, 40, 50, 55, 60] built for other programming languages in a way that they all force threads (or goroutines) to interact in particular ways and report bugs that are validated at runtime. However, GFuzz focuses on concurrent messages, not shared-memory usages. Since messages are usually processed by many different channels and there is no single memory location to identify correlated messages, analyzing messages is more challenging than inspecting shared-memory accesses. Moreover, GFuzz leverages the fuzzing method to identify and prioritize message orders that are close to exposing bugs.

Researchers have built techniques to identify concurrency bugs in distributed systems. Some of these techniques use model checking to systematically examine all possible message orders for possible bugs [39, 48, 74]. Since a real Go software system has a huge number of possible message orders, we think effectively searching the message-order space of the system that GFuzz offers is more efficiently to detect channel-related bugs in the system than exhaustively inspecting the whole order space. After modeling concurrency mechanisms in distributed systems using happens-before rules, DCatch can effectively pinpoint concurrency bugs using runtime tracing and trace analysis [42]. However, DCatch focuses on bugs caused by concurrent conflicting memory accesses on one node and its algorithm cannot be used to detect channel-related bugs. Morpheus samples and enforces partial orders of conflicting messages (i.e., concurrent messages sent to the same process) to detect bugs in distributed systems implemented in Erlang [76]. Similar to Morpheus, GFuzz also mutates orders of concurrent messages to expose bugs. Unlike Morpheus, GFuzz leverages channel states (e.g., number of channel elements, closed or not) to more efficiently explore the order space.

There are dynamic detectors that detect deadlocks in MPI programs [13, 25, 26, 64, 70], where MPI (message passing interface) is a library that helps create parallel programs in C or Fortran77.

However, MPI channels are different from Go channels in their design model, and many important Go channel operations (e.g., close, select) do not exist in MPI. Therefore, the detectors built for MPI programs cannot effectively identify channel-related bugs in Go.

Static Concurrency Bug Detection for Go. Practitioners and researchers have built many techniques to statically detect concurrency bugs in Go programs. Staticcheck [28] and the vet tool [16] are two suites of static Go bug detectors, each containing four detectors for identifying concurrency bugs. However, these tools target very specific buggy code patterns (e.g., an unlocking operation right after a locking operation on the same mutex), and thus they miss most Go concurrency bugs.

Researchers have built several model-checking-based techniques that extract a Go program’s execution model by inspecting synchronization operations and detect liveness issues (i.e., blocking bugs) and channel safety issues (i.e., non-blocking bugs) [14, 37, 38, 53, 59]. However, these techniques have to analyze each input program and all its primitives as a whole, and thus it is difficult for them to scale to large, real Go software.

GCatch is the most recent Go concurrency-bug detector [45]. GCatch separates synchronization primitives into small groups, and only examines each group within a small code scope to scale to large programs. After modeling channel operations in a novel constraint system, GCatch applies a constraint solver to detect bugs. However, GCatch can only detect channel-related blocking bugs. It is not easy to extend GCatch’s constraint system to cover more primitives and non-blocking bugs, since we need to use constraints to precisely model those primitives’ behaviors and non-blocking bugs’ triggering conditions. In addition, to report fewer false positives, GCatch gives up its static analysis when one call site has multiple possible callees, which causes GCatch to miss many bugs in our experiments.

Overall, there are several fundamental difficulties in statically analyzing real-world Go software, including computing precise alias information, constructing accurate call graphs when interfaces are involved, and calculating loop iteration numbers. Thus, we design GFuzz using dynamic analysis to work around these challenges.

Grey-box Fuzzing. Fuzzing is a general technique used to stress the tested program by randomly generating a lot of inputs [49]. Many advanced fuzzing techniques have identified hundreds of thousands of previously unknown bugs and vulnerabilities in real-world software systems [6, 46, 57, 66, 75, 77, 78]. There are also fuzzers built for Go programs [17, 27, 71]. However, most of them focus on bugs that can be triggered in single-thread mode and are not designed for concurrency bugs.

Several fuzzing techniques have been designed to effectively detect concurrency bugs by prioritizing seed inputs that can trigger more concurrent code or particular interleavings [5, 33, 41]. Although useful, these techniques target concurrency bugs due to misuse of shared memory and are thus unlikely to detect channel-related bugs.

10 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new detection technique GFuzz that provides push-button, accurate bug detection for channel-related Go
concurrency bugs by proactively mutating the processing order of concurrent messages. GFuzz identifies concurrent messages using a straightforward approach, safely enforces required processing orders of concurrent messages, selectively prioritizes promising message orders, and detects resulting concurrency bugs. In our experiments, GFuzz successfully found 184 previously unknown bugs from six popular Go applications, outperforming the state-of-the-art Go concurrency bug detector. Future research can further explore how to leverage other execution mutation mechanisms to enhance GFuzz and identify more concurrent messages.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

GFuzz is a dynamic detector that can effectively pinpoint channel-related concurrency bugs in Go software. GFuzz contains three components:

- **Instrumentor**: This component modifies select statements to force concurrent messages to be processed in a given order.
- **Fuzzing engine**: This component mutates exercised message orders and prioritizes orders close to triggering bugs based on execution feedback.
- **Sanitizer**: This component can capture channel-related blocking bugs.

To test a Go program, GFuzz first instruments the program and then keeps executing the program with the same program inputs, but different processing orders of concurrent messages. GFuzz reports all captured bugs in its log with detailed information to help understand and reproduce the bugs.

We provide an artifact, described in detail below, to help easy reproduction of all the experiments in the paper. The artifact is available on GitHub at https://github.com/system-pclub/GFuzz/tree/asplos-artifact.

A.2 Artifact Checklist (Meta-Information)

- **Algorithm**: program instrumentation algorithm, order prioritization algorithm, and blocking bug detection algorithm.
- **Program**: We release the source code of GFuzz in the artifact and test GFuzz on seven open-source Go projects.
- **Compilation**: Our tool should be compiled with Golang 1.16. The tested programs should be compiled using our instrumentator.
- **Transformations**: We rely on source-to-source transformations to inject our logic into tested Go programs. The tool has been included in the artifact package.
- **Binary**: We do not rely on any prebuilt binary. Our tool and tested programs should be compiled from source code properly.

- **Run-time environment**: Our experiments can be conducted on a Ubuntu-20.06 machine with Go-1.16 and Docker-20.10.8. Root permission is required to run Docker.
- **Execution**: Fuzzing is an infinite execution process.
- **Metrics**: The number of detected bugs.
- **Output**: The fuzzer will show the number of detected bugs. The concrete bug information can be found in folder “exec”. Specifically, inside the “exec” folder, file “ort_config” contains the input and oracle configurations, file “ort_output” contains the order of concurrent messages and triggered channels, and file “stdout” contains stack frames.
- **How much disk space required (approximately)**?: A 100GB disk should be enough for the experiments. This will include all the source code (our tool + seven tested programs), all the compilation products, all docker files, and all generated bug reports.
- **How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)**?: Most time will be used to compile all the test binaries of the seven applications. It will take about three hours to complete the downloading and building.
- **Publicly available**?: Yes, we release the source code at https://github.com/system-pclub/GFuzz/tree/asplos-artifact.
- **Code licenses (if publicly available)**?: MIT
- **Archived (provide DOI)**?: 10.5281/zenodo.5893373

A.3 Description

A.3.1 **How to Access**? The artifact is available on GitHub: https://github.com/system-pclub/GFuzz/tree/asplos-artifact.

A.3.2 **Hardware Dependencies.** Our experiments need 100GB free space on disk for building docker images and saving fuzzing outputs.

A.3.3 **Software Dependencies.** Our experiments need the following software: Docker-20.10.8 or higher to run our experiments, cloc [1] to count lines of source code, and Git-2.18 or higher to get the source code of our tool and the tested Go projects.

A.3.4 **Data Sets.** To reproduce the bug detection results, the source code of the seven evaluated benchmark programs is needed. Their information is released together with the detailed experimental results [44]. To understand whether GFuzz improves the state of the art, we compared GFuzz with GCatch. Thus, GCatch’s source code is also required [45].

A.4 Installation

Our tools mainly rely on Docker and helper scripts. No installation required.

A.5 **Experiment Workflow**

Our main experimental results are in Table 2, including the information of the benchmark programs, the information of the detected bugs, the comparison results with GCatch, and the overhead of GFuzz’s sanitizer. Sections 2, 3, 4, and 6 of the “README.md” file in the artifact provide the instructions to reproduce those results. Section 5 of “README.md” explains how to reproduce Figure 7.
A.6 Evaluation and Expected Results

The benchmark information and measured overhead numbers will be displayed on the terminal. They are self-explained. The information of detected bugs will be saved in log files. Section 7 of the artifact explains how to interpret GFuzz’s log.
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